Purpose: To determine the effect of tube load, model-based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) strength and slice thickness in abdominal CT using visual comparison of multi-planar reconstruction images. Method: Five image criteria were assessed independently by four radiologists on two data sets at 42-and 98-mAs tube loads for 25 patients examined on a 192-slice dual-source CT scanner. Effect of tube load, MBIR strength, slice thickness and potential dose reduction was estimated with Visual Grading Regression (VGR). Objective image quality was determined by measuring noise (SD), contrast-to-noise (CNR) ratio and noise-power spectra (NPS). Results: Comparing 42-and 98-mAs tube loads, improved image quality was observed as a strong effect of log tube load regardless of MBIR strength (p < 0.001). Comparing strength 5 to 3, better image quality was obtained for two criteria (p < 0.01), but inferior for liver parenchyma and overall image quality. Image quality was significantly better for slice thicknesses of 2mm and 3mm compared to 1mm, with potential dose reductions between 24%-41%. As expected, with decrease in slice thickness and algorithm strength, the noise power and SD (HU-values) increased, while the CNR decreased. Conclusion: Increasing slice thickness from 1 mm to 2 mm or 3 mm allows for a possible dose reduction. MBIR strength 5 shows improved image quality for three out of five criteria for 1 mm slice thickness. Increasing MBIR strength from 3 to 5 has diverse effects on image quality. Our findings do not support a general recommendation to replace strength 3 by strength 5 in clinical abdominal CT protocols. However, strength 5 may be used in taskbased protocols.
using technological advancements such as dose modulation and iterative reconstruction (IR) methods [6, 7] .
The diagnostic performance and effect of model-based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) on different aspects of image quality and potential dose reductions has been studied by several peers [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, due to increase in image noise, dose reduction impairs the diagnostic confidence as depiction of low-contrast lesions in abdominal imaging is compromised. To maintain the high spatial resolution and minimize partial volume averaging effects, CT images are acquired with thinnest detector configuration available according to the ALARA principle [13] . Various MBIR studies have evaluated the effect of variation in slice thickness on image quality [10, 14, 15] . In addition, MPR provides improved visualization of abdominal structures and increases the diagnostic confidence [16] .
Advanced modeled iterative reconstruction (ADMIRE) is an image reconstruction algorithm capable of reducing noise and image artifacts and is available in 5 strengths, where the level of noise reduction depends on the strength used for preferred image quality requirements. Since reduction of noise allows for dose reduction, this is of particular interest in optimization. Previous visual evaluation performed on advanced modeled iterative reconstruction (ADMIRE) strength 3 (AD3) and 5 (AD5) showed a preference for AD3 over AD5 [8] . To determine the desired clinical image quality, an evaluation of both subjective and objective image quality parameters is a prerequisite when a new image reconstruction technique is introduced into the clinical routine [12] . The performance of thin slices of ADMIRE and comparison of simultaneous MPR images in 3-planes (corresponding to the clinical set up), in clinical non-enhanced abdominal CT, have to the best of our Table 1 Acquisition parameters for 192-slice dual source scanner in dual source mode with split mAs between the two sources to produce two stacks of images at 42 mAs and 98 mAs. Fig. 1 . Schematic diagram of MPR in 3-planes acquired at tube loads 42 mAs and 98 mAs, reconstructed using ADMIRE strengths 3 (AD3) and 5 (AD5) and slice thicknesses of 3, 2 and 1 mm with an increment of 2, 1 and 0.5 mm respectively. The arrows show the pair-wise comparisons performed. knowledge, not been studied before.
Our aim was to evaluate the image quality in MPR images with both a subjective and an objective approach in non-enhanced abdominal CT, and to explore the effect of ADMIRE strength and slice thickness on possible dose reductions.
Material & methods
This is a prospective study approved by the regional ethical board. Written informed consent was obtained from all study patients before the CT examination. Three data sets at reference tube loads of 42 mAs (30%), 98 mAs (70%) and 140 mAs (100%) were acquired using a 192slice dual source CT scanner (Siemens Healthineers) in the dual source mode by splitting the tube load proportionately between the two sources.
Images acquired at tube loads 42 mAs and 98 mAs are included in the present assessment as previous evaluation indicated no significant improvement in image quality between 98 mAs and 140 mAs [8] . Twenty-five patients who underwent a clinically indicated non-enhanced abdominal CT were included, and demographic data (age, height, mass) were recorded. The CT dose descriptors, Volume CT dose index (CTDI vol ) and dose-length-product (DLP) were retrieved and sizespecific dose estimate (SSDE) computed based on the antero-posterior and lateral patient dimensions [17] . Acquisition parameters are presented in Table 1 .
Visual assessment
Images obtained at 42 mAs and 98 mAs using iterative algorithms AD3 and AD5 were reconstructed with MPR in the axial, coronal and sagittal planes, and slice thicknesses at 3 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm with increment of 2 mm, 1 mm and 0.5 mm respectively. The MPR images were graded by four radiologists with varying experience (8-24 years) using 4 criteria (C1-C4) from the European guidelines for image quality in abdominal CT [18] together with overall image quality (C5) to suit the purpose of this study ( Table 2) .
To achieve a similar understanding of the evaluation of the image criteria, a coaching session was held for the participating radiologists. These data sets are not included in the study. The images were displayed in random order on PACS workstations with simultaneous pairwise 3-plane MPR comparisons in the same patient randomly assigned to right or left monitor ( Fig. 1 ). Each observer independently graded the image stacks using a 5-point Likert-type scale ( Table 2 ).
Quantitative assessment
Quantitative measurements were performed in an anthropomorphic abdominal phantom with an extension ring (QRM. GmbH) imaged with the same acquisition parameters as the patients. Standard deviation (SD) in Hounsfield Units (HU), contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), and noisepower spectra (NPS) were measured in the phantom images.
The SD was measured in 32 2 region of interest (ROI) pixels in the liver. The CNR was derived as the absolute difference in HU-values in 32 2 ROI pixels in the liver region and the adjacent background material divided by the SD of the HU-values in the background material using the formula:
The 2D NPS was computed using the expression from Verdun et al. [19] , with pixel sizes 0.85 mm and 64 2 ROI pixels in the liver region. From the average 2D NPS over adjacent slices, the radial 1-dimensional NPS was computed as function of spatial frequency,
, f x and f y are the spatial frequencies in the x and y directions in the 2D NPS.
Statistical analysis
Visual Grading Regression (VGR) [20] allows for simultaneous assessment of the effect and interaction of several factors that potentially influence the grading of the images. In VGR the ordinal visual grading scores are analyzed by applying logistic regression to the observer ratings. We used the multi-level mixed-effects ordered logistic (meologit) command in Stata 13.1 software (Stata Corporation LP). Variations in image quality, due to choice of tube load, reconstruction algorithm and slice thickness are described by the regression coefficients while controlling for the random variation between patients and between observers. The null hypothesis was that neither tube load, reconstruction strength nor slice thickness influence perceived image quality and the significance limit was set at p = 0.05.
VGR can also be used to calculate potential dose reduction depending on reconstruction algorithm and slice thickness. An estimation of potential dose reduction (DR) was obtained by relating two of the regression coefficients to each other with the equation
, where a is the regression coefficient for log mAs and b that for the iterative reconstruction algorithm or slice thickness [21] .
Interobserver reliability was described with the weighted kappa, which is based on the degree of disagreement (absolute difference) rather than just binary agreement (identical or not) and calculated using the kappa2 command in Stata [22] .
Results
The patient population consisted of 13 females and 12 males; the demographical data are presented in Table 3 . Patient dose descriptors, SSDE, DLP and CTDI vol, for the 25 patients included in the study are presented as a function of the body mass in Fig. 2 .
Visual assessment
Visual image quality in MPR images of a 65-year-old patient who underwent a clinically indicated non-enhanced abdominal CT are presented in Fig. 3 .
Effect of tube load
Comparing 42 mAs and 98 mAs tube loads in all available data, significantly improved image quality (p < 0.001) was observed for higher tube load (as expected), regardless of ADMIRE strength for all criteria (Fig. 4 , Table 4 ).
Similar results were observed when analyzing only one slice thickness individually (Table 5A-C).
Effect of iterative reconstruction algorithm
Using ADMIRE strength 5 instead of 3 resulted in significantly better image quality for Criteria C3 (Kidneys and proximal ureters, p < 0.01) and C4 (Lymph nodes, p < 0.001), but significantly inferior for Criteria C1 (Liver parenchyma) and C5 (Overall image quality, both p < 0.001). For criterion C2 (Pancreas contour), there was no statistical difference between AD5 and AD3 (Table 4 ). When comparing the two algorithm strengths for all slice thicknesses simultaneously, the potential dose reduction estimates were 11% and 26% for Criteria 3 and 4, respectively ( Table 6 ).
Effect of slice thickness
Independent of the algorithm strength, better image quality was observed for all image criteria in favor of slice thicknesses of 2 mm or 3 mm compared to 1 mm (p < 0.001) ( Table 4 ). The potential dose reductions with increase in slice thickness from 1 mm to 2 mm and 1 mm to 3 mm ranged from 24% to 35% and 25% to 41%, respectively ( Table 7) . No significant differences in image quality were found for comparisons between 3 mm and 2 mm slice thicknesses. Separate comparisons of the effect of AD3 and AD5 at the same slice thickness (Table 5A -C) resulted in minor deviations from the pattern described above. It should also be noted that with increasing slice thickness, the effects of tube load, and in most cases also reconstruction algorithm, were weaker (regression coefficients closer to 0), although still strongly significant.
Comparing the magnitude of the regression coefficients in Table 4 , it may also be noted that, with one exception (C1, Liver parenchyma), the effect on perceived image quality of changing ADMIRE strength was no greater than that of increasing the slice thickness from 1 mm to 3 mm. 
Interobserver reliability
The inter-observer reliability expressed as weighted agreement ranged from 0.720 to 0.782 with weighted kappa values significantly greater than 0, showing a moderate agreement among the observers.
Objective assessment

Effect of tube load, reconstruction algorithm and slice thickness
Noise (SD) decreases with increase in tube load and with increase in strength from AD3 to AD5 compared to Filtered Back Projection (FBP) Compared to the alternative image, the current image was rated as follows; score 2 as superior, score 1 as probably superior, score 0 as equivalent, score −1 as probably inferior, and score −2 as inferior for image criteria (a) Visually sharp reproduction of the liver parenchyma (b) Visually sharp reproduction of the pancreas contours (c) Visually sharp reproduction of the kidneys and proximal ureters (d) Reproduction of lymph nodes < 15 mm in diameter (e) Overall image quality for diagnostic purposes.
Table 4
Visual Grading Regression (VGR) coefficients for all criteria assessed in a comparison of MPR images reconstructed with two ADMIRE strengths and three slice thicknesses. ( Fig. 5) . Consequently, the CNR increases with increase in tube load and increase in strength from AD3 to AD5 compared to FBP (Fig. 6 ).
Noise-Power Spectrum (NPS)
The noise-power decreases with increasing ADMIRE strength compared to FBP. The decrease in noise power is more pronounced at the higher spatial frequencies when using AD3 and particularly with AD5 compared to FBP as shown in Fig. 7 , the dotted vertical lines indicating the median frequency values.
Discussion
Results of performance studies of MBIR that measure visual and objective image quality using a phantom [9] are limited to specific conditions and assumptions. But, if quantitative phantom measurements agree with visual assessment of image quality in clinical examinations, a decision on the desired clinical image quality can be reached for successful implementation of the algorithm in clinical practice [12, 23] . We performed an observer evaluation study combined with objective phantom measurements to estimate the potential dose reduction with the intention of obtaining information about the clinical utility of the ADMIRE algorithm.
In the present study, delineation of the liver parenchyma and overall image quality assessment was graded as being inferior for AD5, independent of the slice thickness, and did not allow for any potential dose reduction in concurrence with Kataria et al [8] . As noise reduction in IR is a nonlinear process, the loss of image sharpness is usually related to the alteration of noise texture in the images as determined by the shape and magnitude of the NPS curve [10] . Dose reduction is exceedingly dependent on the contrast of the object, with higher reductions possible when assessing high-contrast objects compared to lowcontrast objects such as the liver parenchyma [11, 24] .
The ADMIRE NPS from our study show lower magnitude and a shift towards lower spatial frequencies for strengths 3 and 5 compared to FBP. An explanation for this could be that the ADMIRE algorithm analyses noise in a larger environment (voxel) for better separation of noise from the anatomical structures, which could possibly help retain a similar noise texture in the images [12, 24, 25] , unlike other MBIR algorithms where the NPS curve was more different from that of FBP [26] . However, the left shift of the NPS curve for AD3 and AD5 compromises the low-contrast resolution and could contribute to the unusual appearance of the images [24] as was the case with our observers who were critical about the unusual appearance of AD5 images during the coaching session.
There is a variability in visual perception among the radiological community, but to increase the diagnostic confidence, a certain degree of noise in the images is necessary to accentuate the sharpness in the image [24] . Schaller et al. [10] and Gordic et al. [12] found no significant differences in image quality between AD3 and AD5, when studying the effect of ADMIRE on contrast-enhanced images. Perhaps lower kV settings and contrast enhancement can partly explain the improvement in image quality for AD5 in those studies as both parameters affect image quality. However, Kataria et al. [8] found marginal differences between the contrast-enhanced and non-enhanced examinations.
The present study showed that AD3, on the other hand, renders significantly improved image quality when considering all of the Table 5 A-C Visual Grading Regression (VGR) coefficients for all criteria assessed in a comparison of images reconstructed with two reconstruction algorithms, analyzed separately for comparisons involving only one slice thickness. criteria assessed, despite lower noise reduction ( Fig. 7) , compared to AD5 which showed improved image quality for only two out of five image criteria. Despite objective evaluations showing a decrease in noise (SD) and an increase in CNR, AD5 had diverse effects on the five image criteria, depending on slice thickness and further dose reductions were limited to certain image criteria ( Table 6 ). This is in concurrence with Ellman et al. [11] who found no significant differences in potential dose reduction between AD3 and AD5 despite significant reduction in image noise in all anatomical contrast sub-groups studied.
A. Comparison between ADMIRE 5 vs. ADMIRE 3 at 1 mm slice thickness
In the present study, Criterion 1 (liver parenchyma) and Criterion 5 (overall image quality), gave consistently inferior image quality for AD5 across all slice thicknesses. A slight improvement in image quality for three out of five criteria in favor of the higher strength at 1 mm slice thickness was observed, when comparing the two algorithm strengths at same slice thickness and some dose reduction is possible. This could be attributed to the reduction in partial volume averaging [14] and/or increase in quantum noise in thinner slices [27] . Contrary to our study, two studies have reported retained image quality with thin slices for the higher strength of another MBIR [14, 15] . Both these studies evaluated effect of slice thickness using an iterative model-based reconstruction (Iterative Model Reconstruction (IMR), Philips) in brain CT and abdominal phantom respectively. However, the results of the present study are specific for ADMIRE and the Siemens Force scanner as the performance of IR is vendor specific and cannot generally be transferred from one system or vendor to another.
The added diagnostic value of MPR reconstructions has previously been studied in suspected appendicitis patients [16] and detection of lung nodules [28] . However, the simultaneous comparison of MPR images in our study showed no improvement in image quality for AD5 Table 7 Estimates of potential dose reductions for variation in slice thickness from 1 mm to 2 mm and 1 mm to 3 mm independent of the ADMIRE algorithm strength. and Criteria 1 and 5 as has also been found previously for axial comparisons [8] .
A strength of the present study is that two dose levels for each patient were obtained with a single acquisition, thus avoiding the ethical dilemma of multiple acquisitions of the same anatomical area and patient as well as obtaining comparable images for both levels in the same breath hold. The pairwise MPR evaluation also replicates the clinical setting providing a direct visual impression of which image appears better and could possibly have impact when determining the clinically acceptable image quality. Unique for VGR are the estimates of possible dose reductions for comparable measures of image quality.
Although the advantageous effect on image quality of increased MPR slice thickness is well-known among clinicians, the VGR method allows quantitative estimates of this effect. It also enabled us to compare the effects on perceived image quality of choice of reconstruction algorithm to that of changes in the slice thickness. For 4 out of 5 criteria, the regression coefficients indicate that the effect of switching between algorithm strengths was no greater than that of increasing the slice thickness from 1 mm to 3 mm. For Criterion 1 (Liver parenchyma), however, the negative effect of ADMIRE 5 compared to ADMIRE 3 was stronger than the positive effect of increasing the slice thickness.
There are some limitations in our study. First, despite randomization of the images, it is impossible to completely blind the observers to the differences in image texture and variation in number of slices. Secondly, we did not cross-compare thick slices of AD3 with thin slices of AD5, this would have been valuable in evaluating image quality for thinner slices of AD5 compared to the clinical standard of 3 mm slice thickness for AD3. We used fixed tube voltage at 120 kV for the study protocol but automated kV setting ("Care kV") is used in the clinical routine, this could affect the dose reduction possibilities in a clinical setting. A majority of abdominal CTs are contrast-enhanced examinations and to evaluate how image quality is affected by this parameter, further research is necessary.
Conclusion
As expected, when increasing slice thickness from 1 mm to 2 mm or 3 mm, independent of the IR algorithm strength, a dose reduction is possible. Since AD5, in comparison to AD3, has diverse effects on the five image quality criteria depending on slice thickness, dose reductions are limited to certain criteria. Our findings do not support a general replacement of AD3 by AD5 in our clinical protocols. However, AD5 may be used in task-based protocols when sharp visualization of the anatomical structure of interest is achieved. 
